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Vbstnict • A method of generation of some exactly solvable potentials, using the properties of classical orthogonal polynomials, is presented 
Some oftlie.se potentials arc new The same method can be used to generate ditferent Sturmian potentials.
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Potentials governing quantum systems (QS) very often do 
not yield exact solutions of the Schrddinger equation. This 
wiirrants application of some suitable approximation schemes. 
The case and economy in getting approximate analytical 
solutions largely depend on the similarity of the potential to 
some c,\actly solvable potentials. Besides, exact solutions of 
as vet undiscovered potentials may lead to new physics in 
the realm of non-relativistic quantum mechanics. With the 
advent of Super^mmetric (SUSY) quantum mechanics and 
Its connection to solvable potential through Gendenshtein’s 
Shape invariance’ of SUSY partner potentials (1], it becomes 
relatively easy to find some exactly solvable potentials 
(ESP). Many authors have contributed new ESPs [2-4] that 
include QS’s such as quasi-exactly solvable QS’s [5-9], 
conditionally exactly solvable QS’s [10,11], conditionally 
quasi-exactly solvable QS’s [12] ans QS’s generated through 
a transformation method [13,14].
In this Note, we put forward an alternative prescription 
>0 generate exactly solvable spherically symmetric potentials. 
The method is based on properties of classical orthogonal 
polynomials. A two-fector wave fimetion
¥{r) = F(g(r))e„(g(r)), ( 1)
considered, each factor of which is assumed to be a 
function of g(f), w hoe g(r) is a smooth function of r. The
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radial SchrOdinger equation is established in No dimensional 
space in which the co-efficicnl of («r(r) is essentially an 
undefined function say, /2(r). Considering the post-fiictor of 
y/(r) to be a known classical orthogonal polynomial, it is 
possible to reduce the expression for /2(r) to a form 
IA„-B(g)], wherein is a constant independent of r, and B{g) 
is a fimetion of g(r). Consistency arguments then fix the 
analytical forms of F(g(r)) of iy(r) as well as that of g(r). 
This allows conversion of [A„ -  F(g)] to the standard form 
[E„ -  V(r)] from which the energy eigenvalues E„ and the 
solved potential V(r) are read off. As both the factors of lyir) 
are specified, the wave function becomes known for the 
potential P\r). The method gives us some well-known 
QS’s including some new Sturmian QS’s well-equipped 
with normalized wavefiinctiohs and are listed in Tables 1 
and 2.
If Q„(r) represents a /i-th degree polynomial in r defined 
through the generalized Rodrigues’ formula [15J.
= with the help of the weight
W(r) and an auxiliary function S(r), then the set {Q^r)}, 
(« = 0 ,1 , 2, 3 ,...) will form an orthogonal set with weight 
fV(r) on the interval [a, i]  provided gi(r), W(r) and S(r) 
satisfy : (i) Q\(r) is a first degree polynomial in r; (ii) S{r) 
is a polynomial in r  of degree < 2, with real roots of the
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T a b le  I .  S p ec if ic a tio n  o f  S, W and the d om ain  o f  d ifferent c la ssica l o ith o g n a l p o ly n o m ia ls  w h ich  sa tis fy  eq . (3 ), and th e derived  
fu n ction a l form  o f  ^ r ) .
P o ly n o m ia ls « (r ) W(g) D om ain G enerated  p o ten tia ls  P(r)
Lau guerre 4
(0 . « 1 f'i(r)
H y p crg co m etr ic g ( i  -g ) 1 -f s in r  2
A,> 0, /9o+ fit < 0.
[0 . 1 ] yi(r)
H y p crg eo m etr ic « ( i  - * )
1 - c o s r  
2
[o.n f'j(r)
G egen b au r co sh  r
A  «  0 , -  2 A +  1 , 
; t - i > 0  and even  no.
( i + « )  2
( i - g f  •
A ) “  0 ; ”  - 2 .
i - i . i ] f'4(r)
L eg en d re sm  r I-U]
Jacob i j sin  r 0 + g )^ 0 - g )“'-
a ' =
> 0 . A  +  < 0 .
I-U] n(r)
H crm ite 1 r
>3 [) ® 0 , “  - 2 .
[-O0 ,0O] y?(r)
Table 2. List of different exactly solved potentials.
K<r) Potentials En ¥n
y i(r )
r \ l ( l  + \)  
16
A )“ / + 3/2;
y2(r) /4i lan^ r + 4^2 seertanr; ^ 1)~
/^ O 1
1 {I + sinr} r " 4
r A> . I 
{ l~ s in r}  2 4
 ^ a  ^ . (A i+ i)^  . I . 
^\ -  f i o i f i ] 2  “*"4 * {/^ O ( ^ 0
> _ ( ^ |+ l ) *  . f l  ..X I .^2 -  2 Po(^I *•■2 ) “* 2  »
( A , + D * , n
4 4 / ’
f'sM cot^ cscrcotr» -do-
^0 1
1 { l+ c o sr }“5~ 4
r
{1 + cosr} i  4
K,(r) coth^ r . - { n in  + f ii -1 )  + i { s i n h r } V
* 4 C„  ^ (coshr)-
I'sW —i-tan^ r 4 «(w +l)+*~; |■(cos/•)^ P„(sinr).
y d r ) Cj tan^ r + CaScertanr; rt(rt + a '  + ^ ' + l) + i( l+ s in r )T (^ ’4 )
C j = l ( a ’=‘ -A '* ) ;
a '+ A ' + l . 
2 4 ( 1 -  sin/-)K"’'"7) F„<“’'^ '\sinr)
yy(r) 2 « +  1
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Comparing (8) with (6), we get
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equation, 5(r)'= 0; (iii) W(r) is positive, real and integrable 
in the domain [a. b] and the combination ff'(r)S(r) satisfies 
the boundary condition
m a)S(a) = 0=lV(b)S(b). (2)
Further, Q„(r) will be called a classical orthogonal polynomial 
nnd would satisfy the second-order differential equation ;
(S(r)ff'(r)Q;,(r)) ^-X„W {r)Q „(R\ (3)
where prime represents differentiation with respect to its 
argument and the constant is given by,
Xn = e,'(r) + ^ («-l)S"(r)j, (4)
K\ being a constant utilized for the standardization o f  the 
polynomials '.  Corresponding associated orthogonal 
polynomials defined over same domain are obtained 
through the relation (except for Hermite and Legendre) [16],
where m is at most n and satisfies,
( nr)S{r)Q;,^„ (r)) = fV(r)Q„^„ (r).
The radial SchrCdinger wave equation satisfied by in 
;V/) dimension is
^"jr) j N p - \ )  y /\r )
y / ( r )  r y/{r) ^  ' F(g)
+1 g"ir)^^~ J> -^-g 'ir)  | : ^ + g ' 2 ( , ) g g )
g"ir) . (A^o-1) . .
+g'2 W H r )  rg' n g ) ) Q n ig y
Kq. (3) can be re-written as
S ( r ) g g ] t S ( o | r O " S M « '( , ) ) g ^ ^ . A .  . 0 ,  (6)
Assuming Q„(g), a classical orthogonal polynomial in g| and 
comparing 0„-dependent part of eq. (5) with eq. (6), we can 
identify
% )  = g ' '( r )  (7)
% ) § [ |} + 5 ( g ) ^ |^ l n |  {S{g))lr^»-^F^{g)
X /o\
a ( g )
and
Hence, eq. (5 ) red u ces  to
H r) H r )
S(g)W{g)=:{Sig)y2r^n-\FHg). (10)
Choosing the functional form of S(g) which must be a 
polynomial in g  of degree S2 with real roots, we can fix g(r) 
from eq, (7). The most general form is oq + orig + 02g^, 
where pr/s are arbitrary constants, satisfying the reality 
condititfi on the roots of S(g), i.e. a f  i  Hence from
eq. (7),jwe can write
«o + aig + a 2g^)~^dg = ± r  + c. ( 11)
c beingian integration constant. Q\{g) being a first degree 
polynomial in g, we can write
Qiig) = s { g ) - ^ io ( S iv ) = fo + M , ( 12)
where /9/s are constants fixed by the particular classical 
polynomial considered. Using eqs. (10) and (12), we get
F(g) = T^"^'^eF(g) = (13)
Knowing F(g) and Q„(g), we can have the waveflinction 
ip{r) and the R.H.S. of eq. (5) which is in fact (F -  E„).
Choosing S(g) for known classical orthogonal 
polynomials, different QS's can be generated. As an illustration 
of the method, let
5(g) = 1 -  g2, (14)
which gives the functional form of g(r) as
g(r) = sin r or cos r, (15)
where cos r is discarded as it leads to non-normalizable 
wavefunction. The choice of 5(g) is made with a view to 
specify the orthogonal polynomial Qn(g) either as Jacobi 
polynomial or Legendre polynomial by taking appropriate 
value of the set {fio, P\) • Considering A^o = 3 in equation 
(13) we get
1 i f a i s l .1  I fMSlrfpF(g) = i 5 - T e ^ i W * .  
Eqs. (10) and (16) yield
5 ( g ) l f ( g )  =  ( l + g )  5 ( 1 - g ) ^
(16)
(17)
The domain of the orthogonal polynomial is found to be 
[-1,1] from eq. (17), provided the conditions, (i) P o - P \>  
0 and (ii) /% + /?i < 0 are satisfied. The weight function fV(g) 
for generalized Jacobi polynomial can be written from 
eq. (17) as
lf(5) = (1 + gy'Xl -  g)“'. (18)
: [ l n [ ( 5 ( g ) ) 7 r * 'i > - ' j j ^  = -A„. (9) ^here ; « ' = - ^ ^ ^ - 1 . (19)
('-I)" for H erm ite, (~2)"/i! for Jocobi and Legendre, n\ for Laguerre eic.
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The Schrfldinger equation for Np = 3 is
if/(r) r y/{r) ‘ F{g) dg
(20)
Eqs. (4), (15), (19) and (16) reduce eq. (20) to
^ " ( / • ) + |^ '( r )  + [£:„ -  V(r)]ii^{r) = 0, (21)
which represents a QS with energy eigenvalues, potential 
and normalized wavefunction as
E„ -  n{n + a '  + fi ' + \)  + a '+ fi ' + l
(22)
F(r)  =
(23)
(24)
'a'2+y?'2-ijtan2r 
+(a'^  seer tan/*]
and ig„(r) = y ( l  +sinr)2(^'^2](l -sinr)2(“
'^^(sinr), 
respectively, where N  is
^n!(a' + )0' + 2«+l)r(a'+yff' + M4l)'|^
 ^ 2 ‘^ '^F ^ ir (a ’ + n + l ) r ( f i ’ + n + l )  ^
Q„(g) can be made to represent Legendre polynomial for 
the choices p \ -  -2, which make >F(g) = 1, and eq.
(21) reduces to
V '»+7V ''(r)+ [«(/i+ l)+y+ |tan2r]K r) = 0(25)
F(r) = - j t a n 2 r
representing a totally different QS with energy eigenvalues,
potential and normalized wavefunction as £„ = n(n +1).).!
1 2 ’
and n ( 0  = ''’ '|^^n+j)cos/'jV„(sinr)
respectively.
Similarly, other classical orthogonal polynomials can 
also be utilized to obtain different ESP's by appropriate 
choices of 5(g) as indicated in Table 1. The corresponding 
energy eigenvalues, potentials and normalized wavefunctions 
are given in Table 2. Of these, V], Fj and V^  are already 
reported in the literature.
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